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A classic satire of Victorian society, Oscar Wilde’s “The Importance of Being Earnest” is one of

the author’s most frequently performed works. The story trivializes its characters, who through

a series of deceptions pretend to be people that they are not in order to escape the

burdensome demands of social conventions. When John Worthing visits his best friend

Algernon Moncrieff, to whom he is known as Ernest, Algernon notices the curious inscription

on his cigarette case which reads, “From little Cecily, with her fondest love to her dear Uncle

Jack.” John, who has come to visit in order to propose to Algernon’s cousin, Gwendolen

Fairfax, must explain his deception before Algernon will consent to the proposal. The discovery

prompts Algernon to reveal a similar deception of his own; he pretends to have an invalid

cousin whom he can visit in the country in order to escape any unwelcome social obligation.

What follows is a scheme between the two to assume each other’s imaginary personas in

order to enable the ruse. A roaring farce which plays upon the consequences of deception and

the social absurdities of Victorian society, “The Importance of Being Earnest” remains to this

day as one of Wilde’s most popular plays. This edition includes a biographical afterword.

The young Robert Louis Stevenson suffered from repeated nightmares of living a double life, in

which by day he worked as a respectable doctor and by night he roamed the back alleys of old-

town Edinburgh. In three days of furious writing, he produced a story about his dream

existence. His wife found it too gruesome, so he promptly burned the manuscript. In another

three days, he wrote it again. The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde was published as a

"shilling shocker" in 1886, and became an instant classic. In the first six months, 40,000 copies

were sold. Queen Victoria read it. Sermons and editorials were written about it. When

Stevenson and his family visited America a year later, they were mobbed by reporters at the

dock in New York City. Compulsively readable from its opening pages, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

is still one of the best tales ever written about the divided self.This University of Nebraska

Press edition is a small, exquisitely produced paperback. The book design, based on the

original first edition of 1886, includes wide margins, decorative capitals on the title page and

first page of each chapter, and a clean, readable font that is 19th-century in style. Joyce Carol

Oates contributes a foreword in which she calls Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde a "mythopoetic figure"

like Frankenstein, Dracula, and Alice in Wonderland, and compares Stevenson's creation to

doubled selves in the works of Plato, Poe, Wilde, and Dickens.This edition also features 12 full-

page wood engravings by renowned illustrator Barry Moser. Moser is a skillful reader and

interpreter as well as artist, and his afterword to the book, in which he explains the process by

which he chose a self-portrait motif for the suite of engravings, is fascinating. For the image of

Edward Hyde, he writes, "I went so far as to have my dentist fit me out with a carefully sculpted

prosthetic of evil-looking teeth. But in the final moments I had to abandon the idea as being

inappropriate. It was more important to stay in keeping with the text and, like Stevenson, not

show Hyde's face." (Also recommended: the edition of Frankenstein illustrated by Barry Moser)

--Fiona Webster--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"In short, there is

material aplenty here for the average reader and considerable matter for the specialist."--

English Literature in Transition 1880-1920--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From BooklistThe Whole Story series, which features unabridged texts, annotations,

and many colorful pictures, appeals to young people who are urged to read the classics, but



reject the small print and dull look of many editions intended for older readers. This edition of

Stevenson's classic tale gives the flavor of late Victorian England through its lively ink-and-

watercolor illustrations and plentiful reproductions of period photos, sketches, engravings, and

paintings. Marginal notes comment on Stevenson and on aspects of the story and of Victorian

culture that might be obscure to modern readers. Given the colorful look of the book and the

perennial appeal of the story, this version will be a useful addition to many libraries. Carolyn

PhelanCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Review(in full The Importance of Being Earnest: A Trivial

Comedy for Serious People) Play in three acts by Oscar Wilde, performed in 1895 and

published in 1899. A satire of Victorian social hypocrisy, the witty play is considered Wilde's

greatest dramatic achievement. Jack Worthing is a fashionable young man who lives in the

country with his ward Cecily Cardew. He has invented a rakish brother named Ernest whose

supposed exploits give Jack an excuse to travel to London periodically. Jack is in love with

Gwendolen Fairfax, the cousin of his friend Algernon Moncrieff. Gwendolen, who thinks Jack's

name is Ernest, returns his love, but her mother, Lady Bracknell, objects to their marriage

because Jack is an orphan who was found in a handbag at Victoria Station. Jack discovers that

Algernon has been impersonating Ernest in order to woo Cecily, who has always been in love

with the imaginary Ernest. Ultimately it is revealed that Jack is really Lady Bracknell's nephew,

that his real name is Ernest, and that Algernon is actually his brother. The play ends with both

couples happily united. -- The Merriam-Webster Encyclopedia of Literature --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.Book DescriptionA collection of literature anthologies and

reference books for Key Stage 3 onwards. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Book DescriptionA revised edition with a new introduction bringing this edition of

Wilde's most popular play right up-to-date --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.About the AuthorOscar Wilde (1854–1900) was an Irish writer, poet, and playwright. His

novel, The Picture of Dorian Gray, brought him lasting recognition, and he became one of the

most successful playwrights of the late Victorian era with a series of witty social satires,

including his masterpiece, The Importance of Being Earnest. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverThe Importance of Being Earnest marks a central

moment in late-Victorian literature, not only for its wit but also for its role in the shift from a

Victorian to a Modern consciousness. The play began its career as a biting satire directed at

the very audience who received it so delightedly, but ended its initial run as a harbinger of

Wilde's personal downfall when his lover's father, who would later bring about Wilde's arrest

and imprisonment, attempted to disrupt the production. In addition to its focus on the textual

history of the play, this Broadview Edition of Earnest provides a wide array of appendices. The

edition locates Wilde's work among the artistic and cultural contexts of the late nineteenth

century and will provide scholars, students, and general readers with an important sourcebook

for the play and the social, creative, and critical contexts of mid-1890s English life. --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapThis final play from the pen of

Oscar Wilde is a stylish send-up of Victorian courtship and manners, complete with assumed

names, mistaken lovers, and a lost handbag. Jack and Algernon are best friends, both wooing

ladies who think their names are Ernest, "that name which inspires absolute confidence."

Wilde's effervescent wit, scathing social satire, and high farce make this one of the most

cherished plays in the English language.Includes an interview with director Michael Hackett,

Professor of Theater in the School of Theater, Film and Television at UCLA.An L.A. Theatre

Works full-cast performance featuring:James Marsters as JackCharles Busch as Lady

BracknellEmily Bergl as CecilyNeil Dickson as Lane and MerrimanJill Gascoine as Miss



PrismChristopher Neame as ChasubleMatthew Wolf as AlgernonSarah Zimmerman as

GwendolenDirected by Michael Hackett. Recorded before a live audience at the Skirball

Cultural Center, Los Angeles.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the

PublisherThis book is perfect for AP classes and is often selected for inclusion on the AP

exam. The notes, reading pointers, and vocabulary in this addition will also help students at a

lower reading level get the most out of these classics. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalThis budget hardcover includes the full text of Jekyll

and Hyde plus the short pieces "The Body Snatcher," "The Bottle Imp," "Markheim," and "The

Pavillion on the Links," as well as an essay on Jekyll by Henry James and one on Stevenson

by G.K Chesterton. A great deal for the price.Copyright 1994 Reed Business Information, Inc. --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From School Library JournalGr 4-8–

Francis has done a careful job of retelling the originals in a concise if somewhat uninspired

manner. In particular, she uses the epistolary styles of the original Dracula and Frankenstein in

her retelling while using simple language and plot summaries that children will follow with ease.

Students who read these books would be able to summarize the stories' main points, but may

be left in the dark as to why these classics are held in such reverence, as the style is more

reportage than fiction. Contributing to the dry tone are low-quality illustrations that lack detail

and are unlikely to draw children's attention. There are helpful appendixes and introductions,

however. “Graphic Classic” (Eureka) is a similar series with broader appeal to this age group.–

Jane Cronkhite, Santa Clara County Library, CA;�†2• Copyright 2010. Library Journals LLC, a

wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted. --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileTwo amorous young gentlemen, objects of

their affection who are in love with the name Ernest, the worlds most formidable aunt, a dotty

governess, and a dull-witted country parson--these are perhaps the most feckless,

unconsciously witty, and uproarious characters ever to grace a stage. A tour de force of wit and

irony, Oscar Wildes most enduring and influential play enjoys frequent, if not always expert,

revival. Witness this BBC recording in which an attempt to mitigate the comedys age with a

contemporary style succeeds only in sucking out much of the energy, personality, and fun.

There are still laughs, but for the fullest flavor possible in an audio recording, this reviewer

prefers the incomparable 1947 version, with Sir John Gielgud and Dame Edith Evans, re-

released in 2005 by Naxos. Y.R. © AudioFile 2007, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile,

Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Publishers

WeeklyStarred Review. Martin Jarvis delivers a gripping reading of Stevenson's classic. When

Gabriel Utteron discovers that the sinister Mr. Hyde has moved into the home of his friend Dr.

Jekyll and stands to benefit from his will, he becomes concerned and enlists the help of their

mutual friend, Dr. Hastie Lanyon. Things go from bad to worse: Jekyll withdraws further from

his social circle; Hyde's criminal sprees culminate in murder; and Utteron and Lanyon fight to

save their friend and unravel the mystery of Hyde's origins and disappearance. Jarvis's pacing

is excellent, his characterization spot on, and his renditions of Jekyll and Hyde perfect; he

creates two distinct characters that illustrate the story's exploration into the duality of human

nature. (Feb.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights

reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by

permission. All rights reserved.First ActScene—Morning-room of Lord Windermere’s house in

Carlton House Terrace.Doors C. and R. Bureau with books and papers R. Sofa with small tea-

table L. Window opening on to terrace L. Table R. (Lady Windermere is at table R., arranging

roses in a blue bowl.) (Enter Parker.Parker. Is your ladyship at home this afternoon?Lady

Windermere. Yes—who has called?Parker. Lord Darlington, my lady.Lady Windermere.



(Hesitates for a moment.) Show him up—and I’m at home to any one who calls. Parker. Yes,

my lady. (Exit C.Lady Windermere. It’s best for me to see him before to-night. I’m glad he’s

come. (Enter Parker C.Parker. Lord Darlington. (Enter Lord Darlington C. (Exit Parker.Lord

Darlington. How do you do, Lady Windermere?Lady Windermere. How do you do, Lord

Darlington? No, I can’t shake hands with you. My hands are all wet with these roses. Aren’t

they lovely? They came up from Selby this morning.Lord Darlington. They are quite perfect.

(Sees a fan lying on the table.) And what a wonderful fan! May I look at it?Lady Windermere.

Do. Pretty, isn’t it! It’s got my name on it, and everything. I have only just seen it myself. It’s my

husband’s birthday present to me. You know to-day is my birthday?Lord Darlington. No? Is it

really?Lady Windermere. Yes, I’m of age to-day. Quite an important day in my life, isn’t it? That

is why I am giving this party to-night. Do sit down. (Still arranging flowers.)Lord Darlington.

(Sitting down.) I wish I had known it was your birthday, Lady Windermere. I would have covered

the whole street in front of your house with flowers for you to walk on. They are made for you.

(A short pause.)Lady Windermere. Lord Darlington, you annoyed me last night at the Foreign

Office. I am afraid you are going to annoy me again.Lord Darlington. I, Lady Windermere?

(Enter Parker and Footman C., with tray and tea things.Lady Windermere. Put it there, Parker.

That will do. (Wipes her hands with her pocket-handkerchief, goes to tea-table L., and sits

down.) Won’t you come over, Lord Darlington? (Exit Parker C.Lord Darlington. (Takes chair and

goes across L.C.) I am quite miserable, Lady Windermere. You must tell me what I did. (Sits

down at table L.)Lady Windermere. Well, you kept paying me elaborate compliments the whole

evening.Lord Darlington. (Smiling.) Ah, now-a-days we are all of us so hard up, that the only

pleasant things to pay are compliments. They’re the only things we can pay.Lady Windermere.

(Shaking her head.) No, I am talking very seriously. You mustn’t laugh, I am quite serious. I

don’t like compliments, and I don’t see why a man should think he is pleasing a woman

enormously when he says to her a whole heap of things that he doesn’t mean.Lord Darlington.

Ah, but I did mean them. (Takes tea which she offers him.)Lady Windermere. (Gravely.) I hope

not. I should be sorry to have to quarrel with you, Lord Darlington. I like you very much, you

know that. But I shouldn’t like you at all if I thought you were what most other men are. Believe

me, you are better than most other men, and I sometimes think you pretend to be worse.Lord

Darlington. We all have our little vanities, Lady Windermere.Lady Windermere. Why do you

make that your special one? (Still seated at table L.)Lord Darlington. (Still seated L.C.) Oh, now-

a-days so many conceited people go about Society6 pretending to be good, that I think it

shows rather a sweet and modest disposition to pretend to be bad. Besides, there is this to be

said. If you pretend to be good, the world takes you very seriously. If you pretend to be bad, it

doesn’t. Such is the astounding stupidity of optimism.Lady Windermere. Don’t you want the

world to take you seriously then, Lord Darlington?Lord Darlington. No, not the world. Who are

the people the world takes seriously? All the dull people one can think of, from the Bishops

down to the bores. I should like you to take me very seriously, Lady Windermere, you more

than any one else in life.Lady Windermere. Why—why me?Lord Darlington. (After a slight

hesitation.) Because I think we might be great friends. Let us be great friends. You may want a

friend some day.Lady Windermere. Why do you say that?Lord Darlington. Oh!—we all want

friends at times.Lady Windermere. I think we’re very good friends already, Lord Darlington. We

can always remain so as long as you don’t——Lord Darlington. Don’t what?Lady Windermere.

Don’t spoil it by saying extravagant silly things to me. You think I am a Puritan, I suppose? Well,

I have something of the Puritan in me. I was brought up like that. I am glad of it. My mother died

when I was a mere child. I lived always with Lady Julia, my father’s elder sister you know. She

was stern to me, but she taught me, what the world is forgetting, the difference that there is



between what is right and what is wrong. She allowed of no compromise. I allow of none.Lord

Darlington. My dear Lady Windermere!Lady Windermere. (Leaning back on the sofa.) You look

on me as being behind the age.—Well, I am! I should be sorry to be on the same level as an

age like this.Lord Darlington. You think the age very bad?Lady Windermere. Yes. Now-a-days

people seem to look on life as a speculation.8 It is not a speculation. It is a sacrament. Its ideal

is Love. Its purification is sacrifice.Lord Darlington. (Smiling.) Oh, anything is better than being

sacrificed!Lady Windermere. (Leaning forward.) Don’t say that.Lord Darlington. I do say it. I feel

it—I know it. (Enter Parker C.Parker. The men want to know if they are to put the carpets on the

terrace for to-night, my lady?Lady Windermere. You don’t think it will rain, Lord Darlington, do

you?Lord Darlington. I won’t hear of its raining on your birthday!Lady Windermere. Tell them to

do it at once, Parker. (Exit Parker C.Lord Darlington. (Still seated.) Do you think then—of

course I am only putting an imaginary instance—do you think that in the case of a young

married couple, say about two years married, if the husband suddenly becomes the intimate

friend of a woman of—well, more than doubtful character, is always calling upon her, lunching

with her, and probably paying her bills—do you think that the wife should not console herself?

Lady Windermere. (Frowning.) Console herself?Lord Darlington. Yes, I think she should—I

think she has the right.Lady Windermere. Because the husband is vile—should the wife be vile

also?Lord Darlington. Vileness is a terrible word, Lady Windermere.Lady Windermere. It is a

terrible thing, Lord Darlington.Lord Darlington. Do you know I am afraid that good people do a

great deal of harm in this world. Certainly the greatest harm they do is that they make badness

of such extraordinary importance. It is absurd to divide people into good and bad. People are

either charming or tedious. I take the side of the charming, and you, Lady Windermere, can’t

help belonging to them.Lady Windermere. Now, Lord Darlington. (Rising and crossing R., front

of him.) Don’t stir, I am merely going to finish my flowers. (Goes to table R.C.)Lord Darlington.

(Rising and moving chair.) And I must say I think you are very hard on modern life, Lady

Windermere. Of course there is much against it, I admit. Most women, for instance, now-a-

days, are rather mercenary.Lady Windermere. Don’t talk about such people.Lord Darlington.

Well then, setting mercenary people aside, who, of course, are dreadful, do you think seriously

that women who have committed what the world calls a fault should never be forgiven?Lady

Windermere. (Standing at table.) I think they should never be forgiven.Lord Darlington. And

men? Do you think that there should be the same laws for men as there are for women?Lady

Windermere. Certainly!Lord Darlington. I think life too complex a thing to be settled by these

hard and fast rules.Lady Windermere. If we had “these hard and fast rules,” we should find life

much more simple.Lord Darlington. You allow of no exceptions?Lady Windermere. None!Lord

Darlington. Ah, what a fascinating Puritan you are, Lady Windermere!Lady Windermere. The

adjective was unnecessary, Lord Darlington.Lord Darlington. I couldn’t help it. I can resist

everything except temptation.Lady Windermere. You have the modern affectation of

weakness.Lord Darlington. (Looking at her.) It’s only an affectation, Lady Windermere. (Enter

Parker C.Parker. The Duchess of Berwick and Lady Agatha Carlisle. (Enter the Duchess of

Berwick and Lady Agatha Carlisle C. (Exit Parker C.Duchess of Berwick. (Coming down C.,

and shaking hands.) Dear Margaret, I am so pleased to see you. You remember Agatha, don’t

you? (Crossing L.C.) How do you do, Lord Darlington? I won’t let you know my daughter, you

are far too wicked.Lord Darlington. Don’t say that, Duchess. As a wicked man I am a complete

failure. Why, there are lots of people who say I have never really done anything wrong in the

whole course of my life. Of course they only say it behind my back.Duchess of Berwick. Isn’t he

dreadful? Agatha, this is Lord Darlington. Mind you don’t believe a word he says. (Lord

Darlington crosses R.C.) No, no tea, thank you, dear. (Crosses and sits on sofa.) We have just



had tea at Lady Markby’s. Such bad tea, too. It was quite undrinkable. I wasn’t at all surprised.

Her own son-in-law supplies it. Agatha is looking forward so much to your ball to-night, dear

Margaret.Lady Windermere. (Seated L.C.) Oh, you mustn’t think it is going to be a ball,

Duchess. It is only a dance in honour of my birthday. A small and early.Lord Darlington.

(Standing L.C.) Very small, very early, and very select, Duchess.Duchess of Berwick. (On sofa

L.) Of course it’s going to be select. But we know that, dear Margaret, about your house. It is

really one of the few houses in London where I can take Agatha, and where I feel perfectly

secure about dear Berwick. I don’t know what society is coming to. The most dreadful people

seem to go everywhere. They certainly come to my parties—the men get quite furious if one

doesn’t ask them. Really, some one should make a stand against it.Lady Windermere. I will,

Duchess. I will have no one in my house about whom there is any scandal. --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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THE IMPORTANCEOF BEING EARNESTBy OSCAR WILDEThe Importance of Being

EarnestBy Oscar WildeThis edition copyright © 2016. Digireads.com Publishing.All rights

reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form

or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical

methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief

quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by

copyright law.Cover Image: Scene from The Importance of Being Earnest, by Oscar Wilde

(1854-1900) at the Lyric Hammersmith, 7 June 1930 (b/w photo), English Photographer, (20th

century) / Private Collection / The Stapleton Collection / Bridgeman Images.Please

visitCONTENTSThe Persons in the PlayACT I.ACT II.ACT III.BIOGRAPHICAL

AFTERWORDThe Persons in the PlayJohn Worthing, J.P.Algernon MoncrieffRev. Canon

Chasuble, D.D.Merriman (Butler)Lane (Manservant)Lady BracknellHon. Gwendolen

FairfaxCecily CardewMiss Prism (Governess)The Scenes of the PlayACT I. Algernon

Moncrieff’s Flat in Half-Moon Street, W.ACT II. The Garden at the Manor House, Woolton.ACT

III. Drawing-Room at the Manor House, Woolton.TIME: The Present. PLACE: London.ACT

I.SCENE. Morning-room in Algernon’s flat in Half-Moon Street. The room is luxuriously and

artistically furnished. The sound of a piano is heard in the adjoining room.[LANE is arranging

afternoon tea on the table, and after the music has ceased, ALGERNON enters.]ALGERNON.

Did you hear what I was playing, Lane?LANE. I didn’t think it polite to listen, sir.ALGERNON.

I’m sorry for that, for your sake. I don’t play accurately—any one can play accurately—but I play

with wonderful expression. As far as the piano is concerned, sentiment is my forte. I keep

science for Life.LANE. Yes, sir.ALGERNON. And, speaking of the science of Life, have you got

the cucumber sandwiches cut for Lady Bracknell?LANE. Yes, sir. [Hands them on a

salver.]ALGERNON. [Inspects them, takes two, and sits down on the sofa.] Oh!... by the way,

Lane, I see from your book that on Thursday night, when Lord Shoreman and Mr. Worthing

were dining with me, eight bottles of champagne are entered as having been consumed.LANE.

Yes, sir; eight bottles and a pint.ALGERNON. Why is it that at a bachelor’s establishment the

servants invariably drink the champagne? I ask merely for information.LANE. I attribute it to the

superior quality of the wine, sir. I have often observed that in married households the

champagne is rarely of a first-rate brand.ALGERNON. Good heavens! Is marriage so

demoralising as that?LANE. I believe it is a very pleasant state, sir. I have had very little

experience of it myself up to the present. I have only been married once. That was in

consequence of a misunderstanding between myself and a young woman.ALGERNON.

[Languidly.] I don’t know that I am much interested in your family life, Lane.LANE. No, sir; it is

not a very interesting subject. I never think of it myself.ALGERNON. Very natural, I am sure.

That will do, Lane, thank you.LANE. Thank you, sir. [LANE goes out.]ALGERNON. Lanes views

on marriage seem somewhat lax. Really, if the lower orders don’t set us a good example, what

on earth is the use of them? They seem, as a class, to have absolutely no sense of moral

responsibility.[Enter LANE.]LANE. Mr. Ernest Worthing.[Enter JACK.][LANE goes

out.]ALGERNON. How are you, my dear Ernest? What brings you up to town?JACK. Oh,

pleasure, pleasure! What else should bring one anywhere? Eating as usual, I see, Algy!

ALGERNON. [Stiffly.] I believe it is customary in good society to take some slight refreshment

at five o’clock. Where have you been since last Thursday?JACK. [Sitting down on the sofa.] In

the country.ALGERNON. What on earth do you do there?JACK. [Pulling off his gloves.] When

one is in town one amuses oneself. When one is in the country one amuses other people. It is



excessively boring.ALGERNON. And who are the people you amuse?JACK. [Airily.] Oh,

neighbours, neighbours.ALGERNON. Got nice neighbours in your part of Shropshire?JACK.

Perfectly horrid! Never speak to one of them.ALGERNON. How immensely you must amuse

them! [Goes over and takes sandwich.] By the way, Shropshire is your county, is it not?JACK.

Eh? Shropshire? Yes, of course. Hallo! Why all these cups? Why cucumber sandwiches? Why

such reckless extravagance in one so young? Who is coming to tea?ALGERNON. Oh! merely

Aunt Augusta and Gwendolen.JACK. How perfectly delightful!ALGERNON. Yes, that is all very

well; but I am afraid Aunt Augusta won’t quite approve of your being here.JACK. May I ask why?

ALGERNON. My dear fellow, the way you flirt with Gwendolen is perfectly disgraceful. It is

almost as bad as the way Gwendolen flirts with you.JACK. I am in love with Gwendolen. I have

come up to town expressly to propose to her.ALGERNON. I thought you had come up for

pleasure?... I call that business.JACK. How utterly unromantic you are!ALGERNON. I really

don’t see anything romantic in proposing. It is very romantic to be in love. But there is nothing

romantic about a definite proposal. Why, one may be accepted. One usually is, I believe. Then

the excitement is all over. The very essence of romance is uncertainty. If ever I get married, I’ll

certainly try to forget the fact.JACK. I have no doubt about that, dear Algy. The Divorce Court

was specially invented for people whose memories are so curiously constituted.ALGERNON.

Oh! there is no use speculating on that subject. Divorces are made in Heaven—[JACK puts out

his hand to take a sandwich. ALGERNON at once interferes.] Please don’t touch the cucumber

sandwiches. They are ordered specially for Aunt Augusta. [Takes one and eats it.]JACK. Well,

you have been eating them all the time.ALGERNON. That is quite a different matter. She is my

aunt. [Takes plate from below.] Have some bread and butter. The bread and butter is for

Gwendolen. Gwendolen is devoted to bread and butter.JACK. [Advancing to table and helping

himself.] And very good bread and butter it is too.ALGERNON. Well, my dear fellow, you need

not eat as if you were going to eat it all. You behave as if you were married to her already. You

are not married to her already, and I don’t think you ever will be.JACK. Why on earth do you

say that?ALGERNON. Well, in the first place girls never marry the men they flirt with. Girls

don’t think it right.JACK. Oh, that is nonsense!ALGERNON. It isn’t. It is a great truth. It

accounts for the extraordinary number of bachelors that one sees all over the place. In the

second place, I don’t give my consent.JACK. Your consent!ALGERNON. My dear fellow,

Gwendolen is my first cousin. And before I allow you to marry her, you will have to clear up the

whole question of Cecily. [Rings bell.]JACK. Cecily! What on earth do you mean? What do you

mean, Algy, by Cecily! I don’t know any one of the name of Cecily.[Enter LANE.]ALGERNON.

Bring me that cigarette case Mr. Worthing left in the smoking-room the last time he dined

here.LANE. Yes, sir. [LANE goes out.]JACK. Do you mean to say you have had my cigarette

case all this time? I wish to goodness you had let me know. I have been writing frantic letters to

Scotland Yard about it. I was very nearly offering a large reward.ALGERNON. Well, I wish you

would offer one. I happen to be more than usually hard up.JACK. There is no good offering a

large reward now that the thing is found.[Enter LANE with the cigarette case on a salver.

ALGERNON takes it at once. LANE goes out.]ALGERNON. I think that is rather mean of you,

Ernest, I must say. [Opens case and examines it.] However, it makes no matter, for, now that I

look at the inscription inside, I find that the thing isn’t yours after all.JACK. Of course it’s mine.

[Moving to him.] You have seen me with it a hundred times, and you have no right whatsoever

to read what is written inside. It is a very ungentlemanly thing to read a private cigarette

case.ALGERNON. Oh! it is absurd to have a hard and fast rule about what one should read

and what one shouldn’t. More than half of modern culture depends on what one shouldn’t

read.JACK. I am quite aware of the fact, and I don’t propose to discuss modern culture. It isn’t



the sort of thing one should talk of in private. I simply want my cigarette case

back.ALGERNON. Yes; but this isn’t your cigarette case. This cigarette case is a present from

some one of the name of Cecily, and you said you didn’t know any one of that name.JACK.

Well, if you want to know, Cecily happens to be my aunt.ALGERNON. Your aunt!JACK. Yes.

Charming old lady she is, too. Lives at Tunbridge Wells. Just give it back to me,

Algy.ALGERNON. [Retreating to back of sofa.] But why does she call herself little Cecily if she

is your aunt and lives at Tunbridge Wells? [Reading.] ‘From little Cecily with her fondest

love.’JACK. [Moving to sofa and kneeling upon it.] My dear fellow, what on earth is there in

that? Some aunts are tall, some aunts are not tall. That is a matter that surely an aunt may be

allowed to decide for herself. You seem to think that every aunt should be exactly like your

aunt! That is absurd! For Heaven’s sake give me back my cigarette case. [Follows ALGERNON

round the room.]ALGERNON. Yes. But why does your aunt call you her uncle? ‘From little

Cecily, with her fondest love to her dear Uncle Jack.’ There is no objection, I admit, to an aunt

being a small aunt, but why an aunt, no matter what her size may be, should call her own

nephew her uncle, I can’t quite make out. Besides, your name isn’t Jack at all; it is

Ernest.JACK. It isn’t Ernest; it’s Jack.ALGERNON. You have always told me it was Ernest. I

have introduced you to every one as Ernest. You answer to the name of Ernest. You look as if

your name was Ernest. You are the most earnest-looking person I ever saw in my life. It is

perfectly absurd your saying that your name isn’t Ernest. It’s on your cards. Here is one of

them. [Taking it from case.] ‘Mr. Ernest Worthing, B. 4, The Albany.’ I’ll keep this as a proof that

your name is Ernest if ever you attempt to deny it to me, or to Gwendolen, or to any one else.

[Puts the card in his pocket.]JACK. Well, my name is Ernest in town and Jack in the country,

and the cigarette case was given to me in the country.ALGERNON. Yes, but that does not

account for the fact that your small Aunt Cecily, who lives at Tunbridge Wells, calls you her dear

uncle. Come, old boy, you had much better have the thing out at once.JACK. My dear Algy, you

talk exactly as if you were a dentist. It is very vulgar to talk like a dentist when one isn’t a

dentist. It produces a false impression.ALGERNON. Well, that is exactly what dentists always

do. Now, go on! Tell me the whole thing. I may mention that I have always suspected you of

being a confirmed and secret Bunburyist; and I am quite sure of it now.JACK. Bunburyist?

What on earth do you mean by a Bunburyist?ALGERNON. I’ll reveal to you the meaning of that

incomparable expression as soon as you are kind enough to inform me why you are Ernest in

town and Jack in the country.JACK. Well, produce my cigarette case first.ALGERNON. Here it

is. [Hands cigarette case.] Now produce your explanation, and pray make it improbable. [Sits

on sofa.]JACK. My dear fellow, there is nothing improbable about my explanation at all. In fact

it’s perfectly ordinary. Old Mr. Thomas Cardew, who adopted me when I was a little boy, made

me in his will guardian to his grand-daughter, Miss Cecily Cardew. Cecily, who addresses me

as her uncle from motives of respect that you could not possibly appreciate, lives at my place

in the country under the charge of her admirable governess, Miss Prism.ALGERNON. Where

in that place in the country, by the way?JACK. That is nothing to you, dear boy. You are not

going to be invited... I may tell you candidly that the place is not in Shropshire.ALGERNON. I

suspected that, my dear fellow! I have Bunburyed all over Shropshire on two separate

occasions. Now, go on. Why are you Ernest in town and Jack in the country?JACK. My dear

Algy, I don’t know whether you will be able to understand my real motives. You are hardly

serious enough. When one is placed in the position of guardian, one has to adopt a very high

moral tone on all subjects. It’s one’s duty to do so. And as a high moral tone can hardly be said

to conduce very much to either one’s health or one’s happiness, in order to get up to town I

have always pretended to have a younger brother of the name of Ernest, who lives in the



Albany, and gets into the most dreadful scrapes. That, my dear Algy, is the whole truth pure

and simple.ALGERNON. The truth is rarely pure and never simple. Modern life would be very

tedious if it were either, and modern literature a complete impossibility!JACK. That wouldn’t be

at all a bad thing.ALGERNON. Literary criticism is not your forte, my dear fellow. Don’t try it.

You should leave that to people who haven’t been at a University. They do it so well in the daily

papers. What you really are is a Bunburyist. I was quite right in saying you were a Bunburyist.

You are one of the most advanced Bunburyists I know.
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Aquila Chrysaetos, “Macmillan collectors library edition. Of Wilde's plays I have only seen The

Importance of Being Earnest which is wonderfully witty and ridiculous. Collected in this volume

are the title play along with Lady Windermere's Fan, A Woman of No Importance, An Ideal

Husband and Salome. The first four are light entertainment filled with witty dialogue. The last,

Salome, is macabre and dark. I was curious about that one because of the hubbub over it

being a play based on scripture but laced sexual overtones. I'm glad I read it because its not

something I would want to go to see like the other four but in Wilde's defense, the Herods were

a nasty, incestuous and murderous bunch and he does not do injustice to John the Baptist or

Christ. The most disturbing part about the play is when Salome kisses the severed head of the

prophet. She does this because he refused her advances while alive.The illustrations in the

book are the originals done by Aubrey Beardsley and they are only in Salome. I liked his

illustrations in Macmillan's The Happy Prince and Other Stories but I found the ones for

Salome nasty, grotesque and bordering on porn. Not to my taste at all.The rest of the book still

merits my five star rating both in content and quality.Macmillan's Collectors library editions are

well made beautiful pocket sized hard covers. There are two other Oscar Wilde books in the

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/RMvZe/The-Importance-of-Being-Earnest-Oscar-Wilde


collection: Picture of Dorian Gray and The Happy Prince and Other Stories.”

Michael Birman, “An in-depth presentation of the funniest play ever written. Oscar Wilde made

his initial reputation as the master of the epigram: the trenchant and mordant, roughly haiku

length flashes of insight into the comic absurdity of the world. No one in English Literature

before or since has ever displayed such an effortless mastery of wit. "All women become like

their mothers. That is their tragedy. No man does. That's his."The Importance of Being Earnest

not only flaunts Wilde's most inconsequential plot, it is also crammed with his funniest

epigrams and wittiest bon mots. This 1895 three-act comedic tour-de-force was an immediate

hit in London. The comic word-play was a sensation amongst audiences who flocked to see

this brilliant manifestation of Wilde's epicene witticisms. Here was a glittering example of

London's avant-garde in the 1890's. Much like the play Hair in the 1960's, it was a signature of

the times that no self-respecting sophisticate could miss. Wilde enjoyed himself immensely

during this apex of his fame. Unfortunately, his reputation was quickly eclipsed by the scandal

that engulfed him and his work. It took several decades for that reputation to be rehabilitated.

The Importance of Being Earnest seemed to float above the scandals, never losing its

popularity and acquiring a theatrical life of its own as an absolutely iconic work.This Norton

Critical Edition contains an annotated version of the play as well as several brilliantly incisive

articles. A few of the analysts engage in some scholarly hand-waving, trying to attribute a

social commentary and literary symbolism to the play that may not exist. Some of it is quite

funny, in fact. I can't help but think that Wilde would appreciate the irony of one critic portraying

his comic depiction of the frequently agitated butler Lane as an assault on the English class

system. Other articles are quite helpful, however. The essay by Camille Paglia is especially

insightful with her brilliant analysis of Wilde's dramatic projection of an ambiguous sexual

persona. It is a rare comic play that merits its own Norton Critical Edition. This is one of the few.

If you love this play (and the hilarious 1951 Anthony Asquith film) as much as I do, this is the

edition to have. Most strongly recommended.Mike Birman”

Elaine Fairfield, “LOVE this; one of. This is one of my all-time FAVOURITES! I’ve read this

about five times since I discovered it (about five years ago), and I love it more and more each

time I read it. The film is good too, but not as good as the book Initially I chose to read it

because it was a classic, and because it was short The reviews also said it was funny, but I

couldn’t imagine a stuffy old play could be funny.I’ve since realised they can be (so can a

couple of Shakespeare plays too, but gone are the days when I’ll read a Shakespeare play; I

prefer to watch them), and this one is as far from stuffy as a classic can get. The comedy is on

point! So funny. I actually got my dad and a couple of others to read this too and they also

loved it.Worth a read (or a watch if reading it seems a bit too much for you - it’s an all-star

cast!). You might just love it as much as I do”

jacw2000, “A Treat. A freebie on the Kindle, presumably to tempt me to buy the other books.

Somewhere on a bookshelf I have The Complete Works, so I'm unlikely to spend actual money

on Mr Wilde's stuff. But I tend to read on the Kindle these days so it's nice to pick up a

freebieDoes anyone not know Oscar?  Go and get this, it's a treat.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “My favorite play of all. Short, sweet, beautifully written and full of

punchlines that stick into the mind, Oscar Wilde's greatest work is a living example of quality,

rather than quantity. 65-odd pages are all Wilde needs to ensnare and capture a reader into

the upper class society of his day and all of their ludicrous mannerisms. There are hints of



Wilde himself aplenty in Algernon and his dashing flamboyancy.The play follows a standard

three act structure, and can be read casually easily in one sitting. I can imagine, and indeed

would love to have the opportunity to perform what would be an exceptionally enjoyable play to

rehearse.It is not overly long, it is not overly pretentious and the language is beautiful. It knocks

some of Shakespeare's overblown works for six and then some. This should be standard order

for every classroom in the country. Wilde is a great, and is simply not revered enough.The

cheap Penguin edition is for my needs perfect. Clearly set out, nice handy size, good typeface

and a brilliant £2 price tag. It's worth £2 of anyone's money. And I also like having the

opportunity to have Wilde's plays in individual editions, rather than the bulky

anthologies.Concrete 5 stars, please read it, you certainly won't regret it.”

Book Maniac, “Written in Play Format. A famous farce and seen many times in one form or

another on TV, I thought it might be amusing to have a book copy of it, not realising that Oscar

Wilde wrote it as an actual play. The format makes it less of an easy read than a normal book

but it is still entertaining.”

Mrs. K. M. Hunt, “A perennial delight. This Play never palls. Oscar Wilde's witty and amusing

dialogue remains a perennial delight and it is a play which can be listened to over and over

again with enjoyment.This particular recording features a strong cast, with Jeremy Clyde,

Richard Pasco and Prunella Scales taking the main parts.It is also the first broadcast of the

original four-act version of the play. The extra dialogue is not often met with in most modern

productions.It is ideal for listening to while doing a long, boring job, (such as the ironing!). And I

am sure it will give equal pleasure, whether the listener is already familiar with the play, or

whether it comes as an entirely new experience.It remains a tragedy that the author of such a

delicious light comedy should have met with such a disastrous fall from grace.”

The book by Oscar Wilde has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 2,094 people have provided feedback.
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